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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW:   PAUL CASEY    
October 13, 2016 
 

 

 

Q.  Highest ranked player in the field living up to that billing with that beautiful -- yes, 

you are, No. 12 in the world.  Eight birdies, no bogeys, how would you assess that 

round? 

 

PAUL CASEY:  Nice and clean.  Wonderful way to start the year, start the season.  Really 

happy with it.  It felt much the same golf as I kind of finished up the season when I lost at 

East Lake so really happy.  

 

Q.  You have a different driver in your bag that you used today.  Not only a different 

driver but a different manufacturer.  How comfortable were you with that? 

 

PAUL CASEY:  You're right, put the TaylorMade in today.  The only change was really the 

head.  It's exactly the same shaft as I've been using.  The Nike's going back in tomorrow.  I 

think two out of the five fairways I hit when I used it.  It's worth a gamble.  It's still an 

opportunity that we're looking to sort of maximize.  My clubhead speed is still good.  My 

driving distance isn't necessarily where it needs to be, so we're still looking for something.  

It's a work in progress.  I got away with a couple today, without question, and this golf course 

as tight as it is.  Maybe we've got to go back to Old Faithful for the rest of the week. 

 

Q.  It's interesting because Nike is getting out of the golf equipment business now, 

you're more or less a free agent.  Is that a fun process or kind of a tedious process for 

you? 

 

PAUL CASEY:  It's both.  You know, it's a lot of -- and it's tough as well because I've been 

with Nike for 12 years.  I've never hit anything else.  For the last 12 years that's all I've 

known.  So yeah, it's all of those things and it's tough because I saw some guys today that I 

probably won't see next year working with Nike.  As I said, a lot of people are losing a lot of 

jobs as we speak, so that's the really tough side of it that people don't really talk much about. 

 

Q.  Here with Paul Casey, bogey-free 64, nice way to start the season.  

 

PAUL CASEY:  I know.  Luckily, it's kind of how I left things off -- in fact, did I shoot 64 at 

East Lake on Sunday?  I'm looking around, I think I may have done so.  Luckily, the last two 

weeks clearly haven't affected me too badly and I'm trying to look at this as a continuation of 

the season, looking at more of a calendar year for my playing rather than we're starting 

fresh.  So really, really happy with that.  Ecstatic. 

 

Q.  How did you carry the momentum for the second at the Deutsche Bank, BMW, 

fourth at the TOUR Championship, there is a couple weeks off.  How did you carry 

that momentum forward? 
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PAUL CASEY:  I didn't get fully stuck into the wine in the offseason or thinking that I'm done 

with the year.  I very much looked at it as this is just a two-week break that I would normally 

have during the season.  You know, I watched a lot of the Ryder Cup, I got motivated and 

looked to some stats and figured out what I need to work on to sort of take the game to the 

next level if I can.  It's always going to be there, and there is right now, room for 

improvement so that's the exciting thing. 

 

Q.  Paul, looks to me like you're in a great place.  I know that you've just recently 

become a father.  Pollyanna, your wife, who you went over and hugged afterwards.  I 

haven't seen you this sort of exuberant, cheerful on the golf course.  I think it's really 

helping you with your game.  Do you agree with that assessment? 

 

PAUL CASEY:  Yes.  Life is good.  Yeah, I've got absolutely zero reason to not smile.  I'm 

lucky, I love what I do, I have Pollyanna and Lex.  Lex is now 25 months.  He's here this 

week, he's in daycare tearing it up, hanging out with the girls probably.  It's great.   

 

The only thing that makes me sad and I just mentioned to the Golf Channel is the Nike thing.  

I saw a lot of guys this week that I probably won't see wearing Nike hats in the future, a lot of 

employees that are currently losing jobs and that's the only bit in my life which is bad right 

now and that's tough.  I'll continue to be here hopefully for a very, very long time but I wish 

everybody the best and I've got to thank them for everything they've done for me the last 12 

years.  

 

Q.  Paul, ending with 64.  My question is, what offseason?  You came in playing well, 

you got some time off and you just come out and keep the pedal to the metal? 

 

PAUL CASEY:  I hoped that was going to be the case.  I'm happy, ecstatic that it turned out 

that way.  You just never know.  You take a few days off.  Well, one day to the next you 

wake up, nothing changes and all of a sudden the golf course is going great or going 

horrible, you just don't know, this game is so fickle.   

 

The fact that I feel like I backed up, what, the final round at East Lake might have been 

66 -- 64 sorry and then to do it again here, I couldn't be happier.  I'm looking at this kind of 

as a continuation of the year rather than -- I know the slate's been wiped clean and we start 

the FedExCup all over again, but I'm looking at this to try to cap off my season.  Right now 

I've got three opportunities to try to win a golf event and I haven't done that yet this year so 

I'd love to try and do that. 

 

Q.  The short offseason, what did it entail for Paul Casey? 

 

PAUL CASEY:  I watched the Ryder Cup at home.   

 

Q.  How was that?  
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PAUL CASEY:  It's cool, it was awesome.  It's one of the best sporting events in the world, 

as you know.  It was really cool.  I wanted to be there but the best seat in the house has to 

be at home with the TV and a glass of wine, doesn't it?  I got a bit of practice in, I did a little 

bit of testing.  You saw a different driver today.  I think I might go back to the old one 

tomorrow because I didn't hit enough fairways.  But there's a lot going on.  It was a very 

busy two weeks, which is probably a good thing, didn't give me a chance to relax too much.  

 

Q.  You battled you said with the driver, but you hit 17 of 18 greens in regulation still 

using the Nike equipment.  Any developments there? 

 

PAUL CASEY:  Yeah, so the one opportunity we've seen if you look at my stats is I'm 30th 

in clubhead speed for the last year, so 2015-2016.  (Inaudible) clubhead speed with a driver 

is 118 miles and I'm 54th in driving distance.  That's poor efficiency.  So that's a huge 

opportunity.  I had the chance to test some stuff last week.  I hit a TaylorMade head today 

and I did some great testing last week and picked up a whole bunch of yardage, like 

10 yards.  But I'll go back to my Nike Vapor tomorrow because I know I hit that thing so 

good, I really do.  I may not be the longest guy on Tour with it but I know what I'm doing with 

it, I can control it and this is a golf course we need to have control.   

 

And I'm sad to go through this process so I'm not really wanting to do a whole lot of 

changing.  Obviously the driver makes sense because if I could get 10 more yards, that's 

pretty lethal but I've got to keep hitting the number of fairways.  Today I hit, what, two out of 

five when I used that driver.   

 

Q.  Silverado, the north course, I've got a microphone in my hand but it's just real cool 

looking to me.  

 

PAUL CASEY:  I wish we played more stuff like this.  I hope it doesn't rain too much for the 

golfers tonight and tomorrow and the rest of the week.  Obviously the farmers want some.  I 

don't know, maybe they don't.  Might make the grapes moldy if you don't pick them quick 

enough, I've got no idea.   

 

But yeah, it's so cool, it really is.  Hopefully it's great to walk around as a spectator and to do 

your job.  Firm, fast, small greens, you've got to work the golf ball, you've got to use every 

club in the bag.  This is kind of the golf I grew up on and that's northern California golf as I 

know it.  Good to be back in the States. 
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